Tutorial - Guidelines
Tutorial is a Pass/Fail guided study hall for which you can earn a credit toward
graduation. Earning credit is not guaranteed - there are some expectations,
Arrive on time with a silent reading book and homework or study materials.
Silent Reading - A school-wide expectation is that each student will read a MINIMUM of
100 pages per week. The first 30 minutes of each Tutorial is devoted this goal and you
are to bring your current self-selected reading book for this purpose.
Guided Study Time - After silent reading you are encouraged to complete your inschool reading log. The remainder of the time is for completing homework, working on
projects, seeing core teachers for extra help or clarification of assignments, working
collaboratively with classmates if necessary or to continue to read silently if all other
work is complete.
No Passbook - No Exit
Passbooks are required to come and go from Tutorial. If you need to meet with another
teacher after silent reading, have your passbook signed prior to Tutorial. Team 1
teachers are available by 7 a.m., if not before. If you anticipate needing to see Mr.
Morrell, Mrs. Thieme, Mr. Vandemark or Ms. Bancroft, see them before the Period 1 bell
to sign your passbook.
Tutorial is expected to be a quiet time to work. Your Tutorial teacher may be meeting
with other teammates during this time and it is your responsibility to stay on task so that
all classmates can have the quiet required to work.
Tutorial time is not library time. Unless specified by an off-team teacher, you will not
need to visit the library during this period.
Pass/Fail
Students will earn the Tutorial credit for making effective use of their time and following
the Tutorial guidelines. As mentioned above, it is not guaranteed that you will earn a
credit for Tutorial. For example, if you fail one of more classes for a quarter, you will also
fail Tutorial, as failing a class indicates that you did not make effective use of your
Tutorial time.

